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Believe | Definition of Believe by Merriam-Webster
believe definition: 1. to think that something is true,
correct, or real: 2. to not believe that something is true: 3.
said when telling someone about something that is.
Mode femme | Vêtements - Believe
Believe definition, to have confidence in the truth, the
existence, or the reliability of something, although without
absolute proof that one is right in doing so: Only.
believe - Wiktionary
Believe definition is - to consider to be true or honest. How
to use believe in a sentence.
believe - Dictionary Definition : zelomumi.tk
Synonyms for believe at zelomumi.tk with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for believe.
Urban Dictionary: believe
Define believe (verb) and get synonyms. What is believe
(verb)? believe (verb) meaning, pronunciation and more by
Macmillan Dictionary.

believe | Definition of believe in English by Lexico
Dictionaries
Believe may refer to: Belief, a psychological state in which
an individual holds a proposition or premise to be true;
Faith, a belief in something, which is unseen.
Believe | Definition of Believe at zelomumi.tk
The word believe means to have faith and never give up and to
stay strong threw everything even threw the people who try to
get in your way stand tall and push.
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